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Who am I?

Wife & mum of 3

ICF Accredited Coach

Human Design Specialist

Artist 

Sarah Atkins



13 years ago I had a successful career
in the fashion industry, but I was
miserable.

Trapped by the very life that I had
built for myself.  

I was stuck in a cycle of over working
& over giving in a job that no longer
fulfilled me and heading towards
burnout.

My Story



the science of differentiation.  
A synthesis of ancient wisdoms
including Astrology, I Ching,
Chakra & Kaballah with modern
sciences of human biology,
genetics & quantum physics.   

What is Human Design?



Where did it come from?

Ra Uru Hu channelled it
during an 8 day 'mystical'
experience on the island of

Ibiza in January 1987.



"Human Design does not require
that you believe in anything. It is
neither stories nor philosophy.  It
is a concrete map to the nature of
being, a mapping of your genetic
code."
Ra Uru Hu



 Manifestors
Energetic & driven, but it comes in bursts
Manifestors are the only type that can initiate
action. Full of ideas & initiating but not
completing.
Manifestors are meant to follow their passion
 A Manifestors strategy is to inform.

I am a powerful being.  My actions give those
around me something to respond to.
I attract the right people to support my
creative flow.

Affirmations:



Generators
Generators are high energy & magnetic beings.
A Generator must find the right work & the right
opportunities in order to feel fulfilled.
A Generator creating from a place of love & joy,
will attract the right people & opportunities.
The Generator strategy is to wait & respond.

I am magnetic.  When I trust & wait, I attract the
right people & opportunities.
I am perfectly designed to do the work that is
right for me.

Affirmations:



Mani-Gens
The Manifesting Generator is a hybrid of the
Manifestor & the Generator types.
Mani-Gens will typically have several projects
going at the same time. 
Mani-Gens don't like being tied down.
The Mani-Gen strategy is to initiate & get a taste of
the action before they go all in!

I am a powerful creator. I need to do lots of things at
once, it's who I am.
It's ok to skip steps, I can go back & fix whatever I
missed, it's part of my intense creative process.

Affirmations:



Projectors
Projectors are classed as a non-energy type, they
can struggle to keep up with high energy types &
can burn out if they try. 
Projectors are designed guide & direct others.
A Projector's strategy in life is to wait for the
invitation.

I am a valuable guide & resource to those who seek
my wisdom.
It's ok to honour my own energy patterns, I don't
have to keep up with others, I am unique.

Affirmations:



Reflectors
Reflectors are truly unique, highly sensitive beings
who must be in the right place with the right people
to experience true happiness.
 Highly sensitive to the energy around them, their
strategy is to wait 28 days & monitor their
emotions/energy to find consistency.

I am a reflection of my world around me.  If I feel
good I am in the right place.
I honour myself to take as long as I need to make
good choices.  

Affirmations:



"The real
transformation  came
about when I started
recognising where I was
out of alignment."
Sarah Atkins



9 Energy Centers Inspiration, mental
pressure

Awareness,
understanding 

Self expression,
communication

Will & self worth

Emotional
awareness/intelligence

Ambition, pressure
to succeedWork/life force

energy, creativity

Intuition, survival,
fear

Identity, direction
& lovability



"..the 'defined' elements in
your chart are part of what
you must conquer to bring
your gifts into the world."
Karen Curry Parker



BLOCKS
Your defined centers

HEAD: Am I afraid someone will steal my ideas?
AJNA: Am I afraid they won't see things my way?
THROAT: Am I afraid it'll look like I'm doing it for the attention?
G: Am I afraid they'll think I'm too much?
HEART: Am I afraid of looking selfish?
SOLAR PLEXUS: Am I afraid of looking too emotional?
SACRAL: Am I afraid of looking like a workaholic?
SPLEEN: Am I afraid of looking foolish & risky?
ROOT: Am I afraid of looking ungrateful for what I already have?



"..the 'undefined' elements of
your chart represent the
themes you are designed to
explore..."
Karen Curry Parker



SHADOWS
Your un-defined centers

HEAD: Am I searching for answers?
AJNA: Am I searching for certainty?
THROAT: Am I searching for attention?
G/Self: Am I searching for love?
HEART: Am I searching for self worth?
SOLAR PLEXUS: Am I searching for an emotional high?
SACRAL: Am I searching for more energy?
SPLEEN: Am I searching for a sense of safety?
ROOT: Am I searching for an escape from the pressure?



SOLAR TRANSITS
Your weekly theme

The sun moves through all 64 Human Design gates
over the course of the calendar year
Each gate contains an energetic theme related to the 64
core human archetypes
As it moves through the archetype, it highlights that
theme for everyone
Even if the theme doesn't impact you deeply, it will be
impacting those around you 
 When you know what the transits are highlighting for
you, you can choose to work with them more
consciously



THE MOON
Your creative cycle 

The moon in Human Design represents the energy of
what drives us
Traditional astrology teaches us that the new moon &
full moon phases represent bookend energies, marking
the beginning & end of a monthly creative cycle
New moons are for setting our intentions for the
month ahead
 The full moon phase supports us to release the
energies, beliefs or blocks that are hindering our
progress towards those intentions



• Trust yourself, even when it doesn’t make logical sense
• Prioritise yourself and your energy levels 
• Choose your creative flow over the hustle
• Believe & trust wholeheartedly that your success is
inevitable 
•  Accept that you are perfectly imperfect and learn from
your failures 

When you are fully showing up as your
authentic self, you will...



You are unique...
you bring a unique energy to
your life & business, you just
need to learn how to harness
it.



Introducing...



 A 6 month group coaching container, facilitating
long lasting, transformational change at a core level

Exploring your unique energetic blueprint through
the lens of Human Design, Gene Keys and Astrology
to unlock the secret of YOU

Each month we will explore a different aspect of
your Human Design Chart & the transits that might
impact you

We will uncover your purpose, explore your
conditioning influences, release, heal and re-align
your energy, so that you can find your flow & step
into your true self

What is it?.. 



Having absolute clarity on your purpose & your life
path

Being so aligned that you no longer struggle with
‘shiny object’ syndrome

No longer second guessing yourself or questioning
the decisions you make

Embracing your true self & accepting who you are
(shadows & all) with grace

Releasing yourself from all the ‘shoulds’ & following
your own path

Showing up unapologetically & allowing your light
to shine! 

Imagine... 



£2,222* 
How much is it... 

Early bird bonuses...

A 90 minute in depth HD
chart reading (£247)

A 60 minute 1:1 coaching
coaching call (£197) 

*Payment plans will be available



Join the waitlist...

https://landing.mailerlite.com/webforms/landing/l7k2l1
https://landing.mailerlite.com/webforms/landing/l7k2l1

